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Who we are:

United Archives is a Photo Agency in the heart of Cologne since 2008.

We are specialized on digitization of analogue photo collections like photographer estates or gone press photo agencies.

Our vision is to bring historical and cultural important content online.
Overview Content / Carl Simon

The Light Picture Institute Carl Simon, Düsseldorf

• 181 Glasslides from China around 1900
• Acquired at an auction in 2012
Teacher and Travel Photographer Hanna Seidel

- 116 - 35mm small format Images - Travel, Street and daily Life photography around 1960s
- Acquired by the owner in 2014
Roba Publishing Archive, Hamburg

- 98 - 35mm small format and 6x6 negatives Images – Television, Travel, Street and daily Life photography 1950s – 1960s mostly by Photographer Siegfried Pilz

- Acquired by the owner in 2013
Further more Content

Journalist and Photographer **Peter Frieben**
- 137 - 35mm small format Images - *Travel, Street and daily Life photography around 1990s*
- As gift from the owner in 2020
- Was head of the travel department from “ADAC Motorworld”

Travel Photographer **Walter Rudolph**
- 576 – 6x6 positives Images - *Travel, Street and daily Life photography since 1970s*
- Acquired in 2014
- Worked for Bavaria and Zefa in collaboragtion with TUI Tourism
A Chinese couple in the pillory, 1910s.

Highlights / Carl Simon

Two lay helpers young and old in a monastery, China 1910
Highlights / ROBA Archive

The Chinese Influence on German Television

Professor Hoimar von Ditfurth in the episode "Time has many clocks" from the ZDF series "Cross Section" on May 5th, 1971.

The Land of Smiles, film adaptation of an operetta, Germany 1964, director: Alexander Pichler, actors: Irmhild Kubitza, Erich Kuchar

Mr. Tschang cooks Chinese, ARD cookery series, Germany 1966 - 1969, actor: Mr. Tschang feeds Marina Ried
Highlights / PeterFrieben

Streetscenes

Chinese policeman checking documents of a bicyclist at Beijing, China 1984

Chinese people love gambling and cheating each other, China 1984

An elder couple dancing Tango in the sunshine at Beijing, China around 1990
Highlights / Walter Rudolph

Daily Life of China

Bamboo made scaffold on the front side of a building, China 1980s

A model presenting the latest fashion on a fashion show at Shanghai, China 1980s

Swimming market on Emperor's canal at Suzhou, China 1980s
United Archives thanks for your attention!

If you have questions, feel free.